
Hagen Eberle
through the bottleneck of an instantaneous memory

27.10.2023 - 02.12.2023

What if we control a situation; so there’s no need to put it in words and the game system is running from itself. 
interjections come across a… chordal material itself which is based on an all in all-interval 
There is an ocean now for everybody and they do actually surf…old question. 
Even Though he never surfed, only his brother told him that ‘ it‘s the next big thing’. 

R*------

They found out it‘s more convenient to collect ideas in a book than in a roll. 200 years ago William Playfair invented 
the line chart, bar chart and pie chart. This invention seems obvious and is now part of our collective perception.

R*****--

Whether it is a case of believing someone has long since died, although he or she is still in fact enjoying the best of 
health, or singing song lyrics with the wrong words – when many people collectively remember things falsely, we spe-
ak of the Mandela effect. It could never happen to you, right? 
A look at our examples might prove you wrong.
Or also very popular – how many states are there in the United States?
A. 50             B. 51             C. 52
Please get involved

R******- 

between every longitude there is a time difference of 4 seconds.The synchronization of time (1918) is a result of the 
railway transport system to prevent trains from crashing and to organize logistics.  

R****+++++----

Igorrr - Chicken Sonata
Music by Patrick Guitars by Igorrr & Nils Cheville Backing vocals, bass and whistles by Antony Miranda 

R**+++++-----

Have you ever wanted to catch a glimpse of the Nessie? With our live streaming cameras, you can see how the land-
scape changes throughout the seasons 365 days a year, spot some local wildlife and maybe even catch sight.
SNAP YOUR SIGHTING... or even just the stunning views!
It is properly watching us in laughter.

R++++++++++

1. Hagen Eberle, the problem with any such argument is that it‘s circular (and rotated clockwise), 2023
music box, gearwheels, timing belt, wood, shellac, tripod, punching tape, variable dimensions

2. Hagen Eberle, ragtime (it‘s hard to find a good lamp), 2023
online weather camera, light table, satin finish acrylic glass, color reversal film, 17 x 67 x 42 cm

Opening, Thursday October 26, 7-9 pm
Performance, Thursday November 9, 8 pm

www.wieoftnoch.de
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